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Chapter 1 : Thomas Wolfe House - Wikipedia
The Thomas Wolfe Reader [Thomas Wolfe] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A large
collection of Wolfe's novels and short stories. It has selections from "look homeward angel" "of time and the river" and
others.

Wolfe did not quite reach the mature age of Dead at 37, reports lamented his premature passing, a result of
tubercular meningitis. Pop quiz, dear reader. When did writer Thomas Wolfe die? Both of the above D.
Neither of the above If you circled C, you are correct. The latter, of Richmond, Va. Along with its reporting,
the newspaper also featured coverage from the Charlotte News, which declared: Of all the young men who
have been writing in Dixie in recent years and redeeming the reputation of the land as a place where novels
were no more than dream stories about a dream south that was nearly indistinguishable from cloud-cuckoo
country, he was by far the ablest. As many reports noted, Wolfe first fell ill in Vancouver, British Columbia,
while touring the Northwest. The initial cold soon developed into pneumonia, leading Wolfe to seek treatment
at a sanatorium in Seattle. Eventually, he was transported east to Baltimore, where he underwent two surgeries
at Johns Hopkins in a failed effort to save his life. Wolfe wrote his final letter while out West. In his brief
letter, Wolfe wrote: He was buried later that day at Riverside Cemetery. In her biography, Thomas Wolfe:
When Do the Atrocities Begin? In an odd way the passing of author Thomas K. Thomas Calder leads
occasional tours at the Thomas Wolfe Memorial. He has worked with several publications, including Gulf
Coast and the Collagist. For his weekly tuesdayhistory tidbits on Asheville, follow him on Instagram tcalder.
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Thomas Clayton Wolfe (October 3, - September 15, ) was an American novelist of the early twentieth century. Wolfe
wrote four lengthy novels, plus many short stories, dramatic works and novellas. He is known for mixing highly original,
poetic, rhapsodic, and impressionistic prose with.

His siblings were sister Leslie E. Six of the children lived to adulthood. His father, a successful stone carver,
ran a gravestone business. His mother took in boarders and was active in acquiring real estate. In , she opened
a boarding house in St. While the family was in St. Louis, year-old Grover died of typhoid fever. Wolfe lived
in the boarding house on Spruce Street until he went to college in It is now the Thomas Wolfe Memorial. A
member of the Dialectic Society and Pi Kappa Phi fraternity, he predicted that his portrait would one day hang
in New West near that of celebrated North Carolina governor Zebulon Vance , which it does today. Wolfe was
inducted into the Golden Fleece honor society. His father died in Asheville in June of that year. Wolfe studied
another year with Baker, and the 47 Workshop produced his ten-scene play Welcome to Our City in May
Career[ edit ] Wolfe was unable to sell any of his plays after three years because of their great length. From
England he traveled to France, Italy and Switzerland. On his return voyage in , he met Aline Bernstein â€” , a
scene designer for the Theatre Guild. Twenty years his senior, she was married to a successful stockbroker
with whom she had two children. In October , she and Wolfe became lovers and remained so for five years. In
the book, he renamed the town Altamont and called the boarding house "Dixieland. The original manuscript of
O Lost was over pages , words long, [8] [9] and considerably more experimental in style than the final version
of Look Homeward, Angel. He cut the book to focus more on the character of Eugene, a stand-in for Wolfe.
Wolfe initially expressed gratitude to Perkins for his disciplined editing, but he had misgivings later. It has
been said that Wolfe found a father figure in Perkins, and that Perkins, who had five daughters, found in
Wolfe a sort of foster son. After considering the commercial possibilities of publishing the book in full,
Perkins opted to cut it significantly and create a single volume. Perkins and the assembly-line at Scribners.
However, in he witnessed incidents of discrimination against Jews, which upset him and changed his mind
about the political developments in the country. Without regaining consciousness, he died 18 days before his
38th birthday. A journal of his two-week trip through the national parks was found among his belongings. In
closing he wrote: I shall always think of you and feel about you the way it was that Fourth of July day three
years ago when you met me at the boat, and we went out on the cafe on the river and had a drink and later
went on top of the tall building, and all the strangeness and the glory and the power of life and of the city was
below. The stamp of genius was upon him, though it was an undisciplined and unpredictable genius There was
within him an unspent energy, an untiring force, an unappeasable hunger for life and for expression which
might have carried him to the heights and might equally have torn him down. The novels were "two of the
longest one-volume novels ever written" nearly pages each. Bruccoli said that while Perkins was a talented
editor, Look Homeward, Angel is inferior to the complete work of O Lost and that the publication of the
complete novel "marks nothing less than the restoration of a masterpiece to the literary canon. Richard
Aldington wrote that the novel was "the product of an immense exuberance, organic in its form, kinetic, and
drenched with the love of life I rejoice over Mr. Cash listed Wolfe as the ablest writer of their generation,
although Faulkner later qualified his praise. The play was staged several times near the Thomas Wolfe
Memorial, in the month of October, to commemorate his birthday. The perpetrator remains unknown. Thomas
Wolfe Cabin, as it is called, was where Wolfe spent the summer of in his last visit to the city. Scott Fitzgerald ,
Wolfe said, "I am going into the woods. As of , renovation is being considered and work has been done on the
cabin. The Society also awards prizes for literary scholarship on Wolfe.
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Chapter 3 : Thomas Wolfe (Author of Look Homeward, Angel)
Holman has generously excerpted from Look Homeward Angel, Of Time and the River. From Death to Morning. The
Web and the Rock, You Can't Go Home Again, and The Hills Beyond in an attempt to crystallize the central themes
pervading all of Thomas Wolfe's literary endeavors loneliness, death, the.

Perkins had a large say in the final manuscript: A Story of the Buried Life. Thanks for your letter which I got
to-day. I am working every day with the editor of Scribners, Mr. Perkins, on the revision of my book.
Although we both hate to take so much out, we will have a shorter book and one easier to read when we finish.
So, although we are losing some good stuff, we are gaining unity. This man Perkins is a fine fellow and
perhaps the best publishing editor in America. I have great confidence in him and I usually yield to his
judgment. When I said that I hoped they would take another chance on me, he told me not to worry â€” that
they expected to do my next book and the one after that, and so on indefinitely. That means a great deal to me.
It means at any rate, that I no longer have to hunt for a publisher. They are fine people. They are going to
begin advertising, I believe, this month or next, and they have asked me to write something about myself. I
think the story will be held back until just before the book s published. Scribners are good salesmen, good
business people, good advertisers. They are doing a grand job for me, and they believe in me. I am very I am
very sorry to hear of Mr. Your letter brought back to me the memory of my childhood, and of Papa leaning on
the rail talking politics, and everything else with the old man. Jeanneret was a true friend to Papa and admired
and respected him. He belongs to a world that is gone, a life and a time that is gone â€” the only Asheville I
can remember, as it was in my childhood and boyhood. Perhaps I see the change even more clearly than you
do because I have been away from it. I think the Asheville I knew died for me when Ben died. I have never
forgotten him and I never shall. I think that his death affected me more than any other event in my life. I was
reading some poems the other day by a woman who died very suddenly and tragically last December. I met
the woman once. She was very beautiful, but I suppose by most of our standards we would have to say that
she was a bad person. She ruined the lives of almost everyone who loved her â€” and several people did. Yet
this woman wrote some very fine poetry, and is spoken of everywhere now. I thought of Ben â€” he was one
of those fine people who want the best and highest out of life, and who gets nothing â€” who dies unknown
and unsuccessful. I can certainly understand your desire to be alone. Yet in my heart I like people and must
have them. Sometimes, as you know, I have gone away for months without letting people know where I was.
But I always got homesick for the familiar faces and had to come back. I think I live alone more than any
person I have ever known. I know many fine people in New York â€” some of them I see very often, but I
must spend a large part of my day alone. I hate crowds and public meetings. You could not live the way I do:
But this is the only life I can lead. Sometimes I love to go out and join in with the crowd, and have a good
time. The truth of the matter is that most people I meet bore me until I could cry out. This ought not to be but
it is. And I am not often bored with myself or with my reading or writing. I have tried a great many of the
things I dreamed of when I was a child â€” travelling about, Paris, Vienna, theatres, ships, and so on â€” but
about the only real satisfaction I have had has been in work, the kind of work I like to do. And I have not
worked hard enough. Most people are not happy when working, simply because very few people have ever
found the work they want to do. And that goes as well for most business men: I may take your advice and
come home for a few days when school is over. I could not come for long, because of my work here at
Scribners, but I should like to stay a few days or a weekâ€¦ I suppose you are right about most of the money
being in New York: There are great many rich and well-to-do people, but there are millions who just make
enough to skin through on. Most of the people in New York are like this â€” scraping by, with nothing left
over. I suppose you are a Democrat or Republican, since the South is the most conservative place left. I
believe a Socialist is regarded down there as being the same as an Anarchist. I buy an Asheville paper once in
a while, and there seems to be a club for everything under the sun, including hog raising. Roberts is in so
much of it. She runs the business down when she talks to me and winks over my head at J. But then we all
have. I shall always like her. It upsets me just to look at them here in New York: If I am ever in a taxi that runs
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down a child â€” and I have feared this a dozen times â€” I think I shall be tempted to kill the driver. I am the
one remaining American who knows nothing about driving a car and who has no desire to own one. Well, I
sometimes feel like the only sane person on a stroll through a madhouse: All the people were out and God
knows there are plenty of them. The buildings are so big and high, and the people swarming up and down look
like insects. Most of them are. I think I know pretty well what I want to do with my life â€” but a lot depends
now on what success my book has. I hate it, but my agent has arranged the thing, and says it will be good for
me. Give my love to everyone and ask them to write when able. If people get to be too much for you take a
long ride on the train. From The Letters of Thomas Wolfe. Edited by Elizabeth Nowell.
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Look Homeward Angel, by Thomas Wolfe To the Reader This is a first book, and in it the author has written of
experience which is now far and lost, but which was once part of the fabric of his life.

I went to the hospital Monday and got out this afternoon. I had a mild concussion of the brain, four scalp
wounds, and a broken nose. My head has healed up beautifully, and my nose is mending rapidlyâ€¦. I am
shaven as bald as a priestâ€”in fact, with my scarred head, and the little stubble of black hair that has already
begun to come up, I look like a dissolute priest. What happened I am too giddy to tell you about tonight. I
shall begin the story and try to finish it tomorrow. I had been in Munich three weeksâ€”during that time I had
led a sober and industrious lifeâ€”as I have since coming abroad. It is now the season here of the Oktoberfest.
What the Oktoberfest is I did not know until a week or two ago when it began. I had heard of it from everyone.
I thought of it as a place where all the Bavarian peasant people come and dance old ritualistic dances, and sell
their wares, and so on. But when I went for the first time, I found to my disappointment only a kind of Coney
Islandâ€”merry-go-rounds, gimcracks of all sorts, innumerable sausage shops, places where whole oxen were
roasting on the spot, and enormous beer halls. But why in Munichâ€”where there are a thousand beer-drinking
placesâ€”should there be a special fair for beer? I soon found out. The Oktober beer is twice as strong as the
ordinary beerâ€”it is thirteen percentâ€”the peasants come in and go to it for two weeks. The fair takes place
in the Theresien Fields which are on the outskirts of the town, just before the Ausstellungs Parkâ€¦. I went out
to see the show two or three timesâ€”these beer halls are immense and appallingâ€”four or five thousand
people can be seated in one of them at a timeâ€”there is hardly room to breathe, to wiggle. A Bavarian band of
forty pieces blares out horrible noise, and all the time hundreds of people who cannot find a seat go shuffling
endlessly up and down and around the place. The noise is terrific, you can cut the air with a knifeâ€”and in
these places you come to the heart of Germany, not the heart of its poets and scholars, but to its real heart. It is
one enormous belly. They eat and drink and breathe themselves into a state of bestial stupefactionâ€”the place
becomes one howling, roaring beast, and when the band plays one of their drinking songs, they get up by
tables all over the place, and stand on chairs, swaying back and forth with arms linked, in living rings. The
effect of these heavy living circles in this great smoky hell of beer is uncannyâ€”there is something
supernatural about it. You feel that within these circles is somehow the magic, the essence of the raceâ€”the
nature of the beast that makes him so different from the other beasts a few miles over the bordersâ€¦. This is
what happenedâ€¦ There is an American Church in Munich. It is not really a churchâ€”it is two or three big
rooms rented in a big building in the Salvator Platzâ€”a place hard to find, but just off the Promenadeplatz.
They have six or eight thousand books thereâ€”most of it junk contributed by tourists. I was delighted to talk
to these people; they asked about rooms, life in Munich, galleries, and so onâ€¦. I told them about the
Oktoberfest, and suggested that they go there with me during the afternoon, as the good museums were closed.
So we went out together: There was a great mass of people at the Fairâ€”peasant people in their wonderful
costumes, staring at all the machines and gimcracks. I took them through several beer halls, but we could find
no seats. Finally, after the rain had stopped, we managed to get in at a table some people were leaving. We
ordered beer and Schweirswursttâ€¦and I was beginning to desire only to get rid of these people, who were full
of quotations from the American Mercury â€¦. I was nauseated by them, I wanted to be alone. I think they saw
this; they suggested we all go home and eat together; I refused and said I would stay there at the Fair. So they
paid their share, and went away out of all the roar and savagery of the place. When they had gone, I drank two
more liters of the dark Oktober beer, singing and swaying with the people at the table. Then I got up and went
to still another place, where I drank another, and just before closing timeâ€”they close at The place was
closing for the nightâ€”all over the parties were breaking upâ€”there were vacant tables here and there, the
Bavarian band was packing up its instruments and leaving. I talked to the people at my table, drank my beer,
and got up to go. I had had seven or eight litersâ€”this would mean almost a quart of alcohol. I was quite
drunk from the beer. I started down one of the aisles toward a side entrance. There I met several menâ€”and
perhaps a woman, although I did not see her until later. They were standing up by their table in the aisle,
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singing perhaps one of their beer songs before going away. They spoke to meâ€”I was too drunk to understand
what they said, but I am sure it was friendly enough. What happened from now on I will describe as clearly as
I can remember, although there are lapses and gaps in my remembrance. One of them, it seems to me, grasped
me by the armâ€”I moved away, he held on, and although I was not angry, but rather in an excess of
exuberance, I knocked him over a table. Then I rushed out of the place exultantly, feeling like a child who has
thrown a stone through a window. Unhappily I could not run fastâ€”I had drunk too much and was wearing
my coat. Outside it was raining hard; I found myself in an enclosure behind some of the fair buildingsâ€”I had
come out of a side entrance. I heard shouts and cries behind me, and turning, I saw several men running down
upon me. One of them was carrying one of the fold-up chairs of the beer hallâ€”it is made of iron and wood. I
saw that he intended to hit me with this, and I remember that this angered me. I stopped and turned and in that
horrible slippery mudhole, I had a bloody fight with these people. I remember the thing now with horror as a
kind of hell of slippery mud, and blood, and darkness, with the rain falling upon us several maniacs who were
trying to kill. At that time I was too wild, too insane, to be afraid, but I seemed to be drowning in mudâ€”it
was really the blood that came pouring from my head into my eyesâ€¦. I was drowning in oceans of mud,
choking, smothering. I felt the heavy bodies on top of me, snarling, grunting, smashing at my face and back. I
rose up under them as if coming out of some horrible quicksandâ€”then my feet slipped again in the mud, and
I went down again into the bottomless mud. I felt the mud beneath me, but what was really blinding and
choking me was the torrent of blood that streamed from gashes in my head. I did not know I bled.
Somehowâ€”I do not know how it came aboutâ€”I was on my feet again, and moving towards the dark forms
that swept in towards me. When I was beneath them in the mud, it seemed as if all the roaring mob of that hall
had piled upon me, but there were probably not more than three. From this time on I can remember fighting
with only two men, and later there was a woman who clawed my face. The smaller figureâ€”the smaller
manâ€”rushed towards me, and I struck it with my fist. It went diving away into the slime. I was choking in
blood and cared for nothing now but to end it finallyâ€”to kill this other thing or be killed. So with all my
strength I threw it to the earth: I could not see, but I fastened my fingers and hand in its eyes and faceâ€”it was
choking me, but presently it stopped. I was going to hold on until I felt no life there in the mud below me. The
woman was now on my back, screaming, beating me over the head, gouging at my face and eyes. And
nowâ€”very foolishly perhapsâ€”I went searching around in the mud for my hatâ€”my old rag of a hat which
had been lost, and which I was determined to find before leaving. At this moment, three or four policemen
rushed up, seized me, and hustled me off to the station. First they took me to the police surgeonsâ€”I was
taken into a room with a white, hard light. The woman was lying on a table with wheels below it. The light fell
upon her faceâ€”her eyes were closed. I think this is the most horrible moment of my lifeâ€¦I thought she was
dead and that I would never be able to remember how it happened. The surgeons made me sit down in a chair
while they dressed my head wounds. Then one of them looked at my nose, and said it was broken, and that I
must go the next day to a doctor. When I got up and looked around, the woman and the wheeled table was
gone. I am writing this Saturday six days later: I do not think I have told you what happened to me after the
police doctors had looked at my wounds and dressed them that night at the Oktoberfestâ€”or how I found
doctors to look after me, and so on. From the doctors I was taken before the police next door where they asked
me many questions which I did not answer. They also had two of the other men there, looking very bloody,
alsoâ€”and perhaps others I did not see. Then they let me go, when they could get nothing out of me. I had lost
my hat, and was one mass of mud and blood: That day at lunch with the three people who had gone to the Fair
with me, I had met a young American doctor who had come here for special study. Now I was going back to
their place to get his address. I found the married pair in bed, and the other woman out with the doctor. They
stood around and gasped and looked scaredâ€”the woman made me a cup of teaâ€”and in a few minutes the
woman and the doctor came back. He gave me the address of another American doctor who was working in a
famous clinic here, and told me to see him the first thing the next morning. I got a taxi and drove through town
to the clinic. My appearance almost caused an earthquake in the pension, and people in the streets stared at
me. I had been directed to Dr. Von Muller is one of the greatest doctors in the world. His picture was in all the
papers the other dayâ€”on his seventieth birthdayâ€¦. I found the great man in the office, and when I asked for
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his American assistantâ€”Dr. I felt low-spirited and was on the point of asking old Von Muller himself to look
at my head which would have been a great breach , when in came this man Du Bois.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Love This first novel by Thomas Wolfe of Asheville, is, according to those who have been already privileged
to read it, destined to be the sensation of the fall literary season. This young man, born in Asheville and
educated at the State University, has taken the world by storm with the rugged and colorful sincerity with
which he presents his characters. It is also predicted that, before many weeks, the book will be asked for in
some of the leading European countries. The book has been eagerly awaited by literary circles in New York
and it is expected that it will be one of the most discussed novels of the fall. Wolfe three years later in Vienna.
There is delight in reading words which have been used by Mr. Wolfe to cram the book with meaning and
with living people. But they have shown it as dull and drab. The hero in real life does not speak in
impassioned periods always, nor does he always act after prayerful premeditation. He is like Mr. It tries to
describe not only the visible outer lives of all these people, but even more their buried lives. It is his vision and
his absorbed attention to the rich detail of life which bring the others of the family into being. After all, each
man is his own story in real life, and other people exist only as they seem to him. They were an intensely alive
family-these Gants. And it was this vigor-translated to the dreamer and visionary of the family-which made
the patter of life in all its tragic and meaningful beauty, a thing of wonder. It has in it much that to me is
painful and ugly; but, without sentimentality or dishonesty, it seems to me that pain has in inevitable fruition
in beauty. And the book has in it sin and terror and darkness-ugly dry lusts, cruelty-the dark, the evil, the
forbidden. But I believe it has many other things as well, as I wrote it with strong joy. To these persons, he
would say what he believes they understand already: If the writer has used the clay of life to make his book, he
has only used what all men must. This is not the whole method in a book that is written from a middle distance
and is without rancour or bitter intention. Wolfe, of 48 Spruce Street, Asheville, and of the late W. Wolfe, who
died in For 35 years the W. Wife [sic] of Student According to Mrs. When he was less than two years old, his
happiest moments were when his father or his mother would read stories to him. After the story had been
repeated two or three times he would take the book, and, using the pictures as a guide, would repeat the whole
tale, even with pauses for punctuation at the right moment! It was this uncanny precision which made many
people think that he was really reading the stories. At the same time he could speak very plainly. When he was
little more than five years old, a neighbor lad, who was six, started to school and nothing would do but that
Tom should go, too. His mother says that she can still recall how eagerly he ran home to her with his little list
of books he needed. In his work he easily kept up with those who were several years his senior. School was his
whole life form that time on, and he was ready to enter the University of North Carolina when he was little
more than 15 years old. His rapid progress through the grammar grades can be traced, in no little measure, to
his mother, who used to take him with her on many trips through various parts of the country. All the other
children were so many years older than he, that his mother found he would carry on with her during their
travels. The school books always went with them on these trips and Mrs. Wolfe heard lessons each day just as
though Tom would go to school the next morning. In this way, he kept up with his classes and even got ahead
of them, for Mrs. Wolfe had a way of hearing much longer lessons than did the teachers. He is over six feet
five,-this young author whose eagerness and childlike faith in life have taken him so far. He does not like
tailors or large social gatherings. So he wears a suit of warmest brown homespun which came from
somewhere on the continent and has seen much service, and he sleeps in the morning, coming out to revel in
the busy world which works at night when most people are asleep. And the roar and bustle of a newspaper
plant will give him pleasure all through a night, while his eager mind feeds on a wealth of color and character.
Adams An amazing new novel is just off the press which is of great and unique interest to Asheville. This
community in fact, is going to be astounded by it. Some few well known residents may be shocked into chills.
Others will probably be severely annoyed. Many others will snicker and laugh. The reason is that the book is
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written about Asheville and Asheville people in the plainest of plain language. It is the autobiography of an
Asheville boy. The story of the first twenty years of his life is bared with a frankness and detail rarely ever
seen in print. The author paints himself and his home circle, as well as neighbors, friends and acquaintances
with bold, daring lines, sparing nothing and shielding nothing. Thomas Wolfe son of Mrs. The scene of the
work is laid in Asheville with only momentary shifts to Chapel Hill and other cities. The major part of the
action takes place in Asheville while virtually all the characters are residents of this city. Young Wolfe now 29
years old and a teacher in New York University, covers the first twenty years of his life in this novel. It is the
utter frank story of himself, his home, neighbors and people about town. It is quite apparent from the book that
the author was not happy. His life here, as he boldly sketches it, was crowded with pain, bitterness and
ugliness. However, any resident of Asheville who knew this city and its people during the period to , will not
have the slightest trouble in filling in the names of the real persons whom Wolfe made characters in his book.
Asheville in this novel goes by the name of Altamont. It has in it much that to me is painful and ugly, but
without sentimentality or dishonesty it seems to me that pain has an inevitable fruition in beauty. But I believe
it has many other things as well and I wrote it with strong joy, without counting the costs, for I was sure at the
time that the whole of my intention-which was to come simply and unsparingly to naked life, and to tell all of
my story without affectation-would be apparent. It sometimes seems to me that it presents a picture of
American life that I have never seen elsewhere. The portraiture is vivid, the style is incisive, the narrative
flows with a freedom that sweeps along the most resisting reader. In the preface, Wolfe raises the question
whether the work is really autobiographical and then hastens to beg the questions with clever twists of phrase.
The net result is that the reader is left to make his own decision and the verdict of the Asheville readers will be
unmistakably decisive. The intrinsic proof is overwhelming that Wolfe is relating the story of his own life and
of those other lives which interlaced with his own. This young man who is called Eugene Gant in reality,
Thomas Wolfe, the author is of a highly sensitive nature. He suffers much from misunderstanding at home, at
school and in his relations with other boys. This misunderstanding which seems to be his unvarying lot gives
to his life all the aspects of a tragedy which culminates in the death of his brother. Scandal Dragged Forth
Most of the Asheville people who appear in the novel wear their most unpleasant guises. If there attaches to
them any scandal which has enjoyed only a subterranean circulation, it is dragged forth into the light. If they
have nay weaknesses which more tolerant friends are considerate enough to overlook, these defects are
faithfully described. In describing them, the author must often convey the impression to the unknowing that
these weaknesses were the distinguishing characteristics of the persons. The novel will be acclaimed to literary
critics as a work of real distinction. But the suspicion is strong that Asheville people will read it not because of
its literary worth but rather in spite of any artistic merit which is may possess. They will read it because it is
the story, told with bitterness and without compassion, of many Asheville people. After leaving Harvard,
Wolfe traveled and taught. He adopted the plan of teaching a year and traveling a year. He had traveled
extensively in Europe. At New York University he teaches English literature and composition. Young North
Carolinians should be proud of Thomas Wolfe, for soon the nation will doubtless hail him as one of our
greatest contemporary writers. In fine literary style, which frequently swings into the most appealing sort of
writing, the book sets forth the deep seated emotions that disturb the heart and soul of a restless youth and
portrays the tragedy, the sorrow, the pathos of just an ordinary family in a small town. Contrary to most
similar attempts, Tom Wolfe records these every day happenings with a sympathetic understanding and
reveals that humdrum living in such locations is not all sham and Babbittism but is full of strong human
emotions. The dark, dry lust, the mean and the ugly are treated as the beautiful, the appealing and the gentle
are. The story centers about the Gants of Altamount [sic], a large family, and extends over a period of 20
years. To Tar Heels, Altamount can readily be recognized as Asheville, the birthplace of the author.
Carolinians will be particularly interested in the book because of its picturesque Carolina atmosphere and the
reader with knowledge of the State will be intrigued in spotting real places and characters in his fiction.
University students will easily recognize the sympathetic Greek professor of Freshman Gant. Knowing Tom
Wolfe as a student at Chapel Hill and coming in daily intimate contact with him in the same fraternity chapter
house, we are constrained to believe that in some elements, Eugene Gant is none other than Wolfe himself.
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The author will doubtless deny this. Yet the restless, moving, idealistic Gant appears a counterpart of Wolfe,
the young student, fresh from the mountains. Chapel Hill and to hundreds of University graduates he is well
known. And because even a little variation is felt as extraordinary, the gratitude or annoyance will perhaps be
exaggerated beyond a point merited by the performance in itself. The book is closely related to a familiar
genre, the family saga, and in its writing shows influences that are well known, notably those of James Joyce
and Sherwood Anderson. The story is of the Gant family, Oliver and Eliza, and of their seven children,
Eugene Gant in particular. Back of them is the story of the town of Altamont, in North Carolina. And in back
of Altamont, the story is of the whole South from the latter part of the nineteenth century until the present.
Chapter 6 : Look Homeward, Angel - free PDF, FB2, FB3, RTF
Thomas Clayton Wolfe (October 3, - September 15, ) was an American novelist of the early twentieth century.. Wolfe
wrote four lengthy novels as well as many short stories, dramatic works, and novellas.

Chapter 7 : Look Homeward, Angel | Book by Thomas Wolfe | Official Publisher Page | Simon & Schuster
In , when I was sixteen, I stumbled on Thomas Wolfe, who died at thirty-eight in , and who made numerous adolescents
aside from me devotees of literature for life. In Wolfe, everything was heroically outsized, whether it was the voracious
appetite for experience of Eugene Gant, the hero of.

Chapter 8 : 8 May (): Thomas Wolfe to Mabel Wolfe Wheaton | The American Reader
From the preface to Look Homeward, Angel: This is a first book, and in it the author has written of experience which is
now far and lost, but which was once part of the fabric of his life.

Chapter 9 : Asheville Archives: The deaths of Thomas Wolfe | Mountain Xpress
Jude Law makes a dashing Thomas Wolfe in the new movie 'Genius' but will he bring 21st-century readers to Wolfe's
books? whittling the novel to something that a reader could lift to his lap.
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